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WARNING
This product should only be used according to the instructions in this 
owner’s manual. If used other than what has been specified here, 
serious injury may occur.

Improper use of this unit can cause the lighter to generate heat, possibly 
causing damage to the vehicle or operator. The ozone unit is designed to be 
used in unoccupied spaces only. Upon entering a vehicle that was treated 
with ozone you should ventilate the area allowing any possible lingering 
ozone to be cleared out. Never aim ozone directly into your face; it may 
cause eye irritation or other side effects.

If entering a vehicle where the unit was in use and it is still filled with 
ozone (O3 has not fully reverted back to O2), it may cause mild headaches 
or irritation to the respiratory system. If this occurs, please exit immedi-
ately. If eyes continue to be irritated flush gently with water. If conditions 
continue seek medical attention.
Keep away from children. Do not dismantle the ozone unit.

Depending on the concentration of bacteria and volume of odor, more 
than one cycle may be required to eradicate odors. Always allow for 
proper dissipation time between cycles. Exercise caution when using 
ozone on items with significant elastic or rubber content. Discontinue 
use on rubber or elastic items if you notice degradation or weakness to 
the structure of the items. Do not expose safety equipment to active odor 
destroyers. To prevent electric shock, do not plug or unplug unit with wet 
hands. Do not disassemble or insert items into unit. Doing so may cause 
damage or electric shock.

If you have any questions/concerns, please visit ScentLok.com or call 
us at 800.315.5799

WARRANTY
We guarantee our product within one year of purchase. Please register at 
ScentLok.com/RegisterOZ. The guarantee does not cover equipment 
which has been damaged due to abuse, misuse or accident, such as:

    • use of incorrect line voltages; 
    • failure to follow the operating instructions
       that are provided by ScentLok Technologies;
    • improper or unauthorized repair; or
    • fire, flood, "acts of God," or other contingencies
       beyond the control of ScentLok Technologies.

GETTING STARTED
Using the power of ozone, the OZ20 is built to remove unwanted odors from 
your vehicle. Use in unoccupied vehicle only.

    1. Insert the OZ20 into the vehicle’s 12V DC port.
    2. When correctly inserted the orange light will appear.
    3. To turn on, press the power button once and the OZ20 
         will begin cycling 15 mins on & 15 mins off for 8 hours.
         After 8 hours the generator will turn off.
    4. To turn off, press the power button once more
         or remove the unit.

Model: 
Input Vol:
Power: 
Output:

OZ20  (82915-090)
DC 12V
3W
20mg/h


